
PARTS LIST:
   (3) LD Ell joints (Black arrows and Thumbscrews)
   (2) Awning Ell Joints
   (1) Awning Tee Joint
   (6) Thumb-screws
   (8) 6" White Ball Bungees
   (2) 10” White/Black Ball Bungees for center joint
   (3) Poles (coded AWN) - snap-buttons at each end
   (2) Male pole section – 61”
   (2) Female Pole Section – 58 ¼”
   (2) Vinyl Awning Cloth with grommets and zippers
   (1) Vinyl Joiner Tarp
   (2) Black Ball Bungees for bundling poles

 
 

 

 

Assembly Instructions

Awning Tee LD Ell
(with black 
arrow)

Awning Ell

TrimLine Double Awning 20'

3.  Slide LD Ell Joints to the tops of the canopy legs, without allowing them 
to slide up over the Canopy Corner Joint. Use the thumbscrew to secure in 
place with the open barrel facing out.

1.  While assembling the canopy, before attaching legs to canopy frame, 
slide LD Ell joints (black arrows point down) onto the upper leg sections of 
three  legs on the side where you would like the awning.  Loosely tighten 
thumbscrews to keep joints from sliding during set-up.

2.  Complete set up of TrimLine frame, roof and legs.

LD Ell
Ell Joint

Tee Joint

4.  Attach poles marked AWN to LD Ell Joints.

AWN 
Pole

116 1/2” Pole

5.  Attach Ell Joints to ends of AWN poles at both corners of the Canopy,
and attach the Tee Joint to the center AWN pole.

6. Click together the male and female poles 
to form two 116  ½” long poles.

7.  Attach front 116 ½” poles to 
the Tee and Ell joints to complete 
set up of the frame.

Ell Joint



9.   Attach front edge of awning cloth to outer pole  
of frame using the white ball bungees. 
   At the corners, pull the loop around both angles of 
the joint at once and loop around ball. 
   In the center, use the two longer white/black 
bungees, wrapping over and around the Tee Joint, 
as shown. 

10.   With the awning in place, adjust the Velcro at 
the corners of the canopy to allow the valance to 
lay smoothly over the awning.

Awning Corner Cloth

Center – step 3

Corners

In-line
A note on using awnings on 
adjacent sides of your canopy:

If you will be using two awnings, 
you may wish to substitute a 3-
way joint for the ells in the 
shared corner. If you would like 
wrap around coverage, we offer 
an Awning Corner Cloth that 
simply Velcros into place to 
bridge the space between the 
two awnings. 3-way Joint

Center – step 1

Center – step 2

8.  Zip Awning cloths to canopy roof (same zippers that you would use to attach a side-wall) 
and secure Velcro straps to the upper horizontal pole of the canopy.  

Using your canopy sidewalls with Awnings:

You will find a second zipper on the awning that you can use to attach your sidewall. Although   the 
walls will NOT zip together at the corners with the awning frame in place, there are other options 
for closing up:
        a. You may use the windstraps on the walls to attach them to the legs during business
            hours and then take your awning frame down in order to zip up securely at night. 
            (Remove poles, loosen thumbscrews and swivel joints towards the interior of the
            canopy.)
        b.  Our optional Awning Zipper Strips allow the sides to be zipped together without
             removing the awning frame.


